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Sustainability is now tablestakes 
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In 2021, 48% of new products now 
incorporate and market sustainability, 
up from 36% in 2020
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Sustainability is 
key to growth 
and loyalty2.8x

growth for 
sustainability-marketed 
products vs. conventional

Source: NYU Center for Sustainable Business, Sustainable Market Share Index



For beauty, sustainable packaging is 
now more important than discounts 
and free samples to brand loyalty
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Sustainability is 
key to growth 
and loyalty69%

of consumers say 
sustainability would make 
them most likely to shop 
with a brand again

Source: Dotcom Distribution 2022 E-commerce Consumer Study: Post-Pandemic E-Commerce Consumer Expectations



But 88% of Gen Z consumers 
don’t trust brands’ sustainability 
claims 

5Source: 2021 McKinsey study published in ‘Mind the Gap’
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no air shipping

PCR 

compostable 

biodegradable

plastic-free
ocean-bound plastic

glass 

sugarcane plastic
carbon neutral

refillable

recyclable 
aluminum

zero waste mail-back program

plastic neutral
Beauty brands have been leaning on 
attributes 



The EU and UK are cracking 
down on greenwashing 
through regulation 
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The EU and UK are cracking 
down on greenwashing 
through regulation 

8
Beauty & personal care are included in the definition of toiletries



But it’s not just Europe… 
the US is quickly following suit 
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Public comments are being accepted until 
February 21, 2023 at FTC.gov



Lack of trust from consumers 
and increased regulation means 
brands need substantiation 
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Without it, brands are getting cancelled… 
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Getting publicly sued or fined for violations… 
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And leaving a terrible impact on the environment 
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Fast-moving consumer goods (including 
beauty) are one of the Top 8 highest 

emitting supply chains globally, 
which account for 50% of total emissions

Source: World Economic Forum, Net-Zero Challenge: The supply chain opportunity



And leaving a terrible impact on the environment 

Top 

14Source: Carbon Trust, Greenhouse gloss: Is the beauty industry’s commitment to tackling climate change more than skin deep?



And leaving a terrible impact on the environment 
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Lindsay Dahl, 
Chief Impact Officer



Regulators specifically require 
Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs) 
to make claims on environmental 
impact for product 
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Measurement is 
the key to 
substantiation



a way to measure environmental impact of a 
product from all stages of its lifecycle, can 
include many different impact categories

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
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A product’s LCA focused specifically on its 
climate impact through measurement of 
greenhouse gas emissions 

Product Carbon Footprint

Definitions 



LCAs need to include the holistic impact of a product 
and document their assumptions in calculations
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Packaging materials need 
to be sourced, each 
component manufactured, 
transported to where the 
formula is filled

Ingredients need 
to be sourced, 

processed, and 
transported to a 

manufacturer

The product needs 
to be made by 

processing 
ingredients into the 

formula and filling it 
into packaging 

Shipping and distribution 
to retailers & customers 
via land, air, and sea, 
consumer use, and 
disposal / end of life



Where do the carbon 
emissions* come from? 

🏭  direct emissions from factories

🚛  emissions from transportation fuel

⚡  emissions from electricity 
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* A note for the nerds: 
The emissions that are typically measured are not just carbon dioxide, but 
also other greenhouse gases including methane and nitrous oxide. 
Together, these make up CO2e, or CO2-equivalent, which you might see in 
impact reports or claims 

CO2e



What goes into making a beauty product?
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Packaging materials need 
to be sourced, each 
component manufactured, 
transported to where the 
formula is filled

Ingredients need 
to be sourced, 

processed, and 
transported to a 

manufacturer

The product needs 
to be made by 

processing 
ingredients into the 

formula and filling it 
into packaging 

Shipping and distribution 
to retailers & customers 
via land, air, and sea, 
consumer use, and 
disposal / end of life

🏭 🚛 ⚡

🏭⚡

🏭 🚛 ⚡

🏭 🚛⚡



This means brands would look 
at all aspects of a product to 
understand its overall impact, 
not a single attribute 
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So why are brands not doing this already?
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💰
Historically, a single 

product’s measurement can 
be thousands of dollars

⏱
Assessment have taken up to 
6-9 months to complete, and 

brands are tight on time

⁉
Lack of access to the 

information needed, and 
in-house expertise



However, lifecycle 
assessments are the best way 
to substantiate sustainability
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Technology is making it easier 
to make informed decisions 
and communicate them
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Best practices for substantiating sustainability: 
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Design products 
holistically from the start 
of product development 

using data

1

Measure how your 
products are doing, 

evaluate how to reduce, 
and take action over time

2

Communicate impact 
using data, and share 
results & assumptions 

transparently

3



Move beyond single attributes like 
plastic-free. For example, consider not 
only which materials you are using, but 
also where they are going – 
transportation emissions can be a 
huge driver of total emissions 
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      Design products 
holistically from the start 
of product development 
using data

1



Conduct lifecycle assessments on a 
regular basis, and use it to evaluate 
decisions before changes are made

Commit to company-level reductions 
by evaluating impact for each product 
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      Measure how your 
products are doing, 
evaluate how to reduce, 
and take action over time

2



Rely on data over attributes for claims

Make substantiation easily accessible  

Clearly state assumptions & methodology
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      Communicate 
product impact using 
data, and share results & 
assumptions transparently
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Case study: Activist Skincare 
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Case study: Cocokind
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Case study: Reformation 
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Case study: Experiment Beauty 

1

2

3



Live Demo
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Takeaways
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Design holistically 

1

Measure

2

Communicate with data

3



How do you 
know if a brand is 
“sustainable”? 

Have them 
show you, 
not tell you
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Appendix
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The UK introduced 
greenwashing legislation in 2021 
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The UK Green Claims Code checklist: 

❏ Are your claims truthful and accurate? 
❏ Are your claims clear and unambiguous? 
❏ Do your claims omit or hide important 

information? 
❏ Do they only make fair and meaningful 

comparisons? 
❏ Have you substantiated your claims? 
❏ Do they consider the full lifecycle of the 

product (from creation to disposal)? These guidelines are best practice 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9FwP_o9EuQ


The US has its own set of greenwashing guidelines
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The FTC Green Guides were last updated 
in 2012, but are being reviewed this year 

They’re expecting to specifically review 
guidelines for making marketing claims 
on the following, among others: 

● Carbon offsets & climate change
● The term “Recyclable” 
● The term “Recycled content” 
● Terms like “compostable,” 

“degradable,” and “sustainable” 

Public comments are being accepted 
until February 21, 2023 at FTC.gov



Product Carbon Footprint 
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